Tuttle church of Christ
Spiritual/Biblical Boot Camp – Phase Three
July 1 – September 30, 2018
Aim: To provide daily/weekly Spiritual/Biblical activities to strengthen the bible study and
growth of participating Christian.
Guidelines: Each interested participant is to sign-up for the Boot Camp and use the daily/weekly
activities to complete the exercises. All is done on the Honor System with only the completed
certification submitted on October 1, 2018. Each name with a submitted certification sheet will
be placed on the Wall of Honor.
Each week will require reading, research and recording. A journal would be good to keep
enabling you to have as a resource for your future bible study.
The Boot Camp for this period will be an in-depth study of each member of the Genealogy of
Jesus according to the writing in the Gospel of Matthew. Some will be very familiar but will need
to be studied to ensure all is known and understood of their part in the lineage of Christ. Others
will be more difficult to find much on, but again the study and reading will benefit each one in
their quest for Bible knowledge of God The Father, God The Son, and God The Holy Spirit. This
study and pursuit of information and knowledge can go as deep as each one wants to take it, and
no matter how you study you will benefit from your efforts.
Reading, Studying and meditating on four individuals each week will allow you to arrive at Jesus
in the last week of the quarter.
Each day’s reading and study needs to end with a talk with God regarding your study for the day.

Week 1
Begin with Abraham and then on to Isaac, and on from there. Move at your own pace to aid you
in your comprehension, meditation, journaling and growth throughout the quarter.
At the end of each day, pray for your Study, your understanding, your growth and the church.

Week 2-13
Each week begin the next set of four individuals and conduct your research and study on that
group.

